1. Preparation (planning, organization and application at the host institution)
   My course was designed with mobility to Spain so everything was planned during my application to EUREC and there was no separate application needed for Host institution.

2. Arrival
   I had booked Ryan Air which is one of the cheapest possible travel to Spain. But very important point is luggage allowance is very limited hence I sent 40 kgs of luggage thru courier and rest check in baggage.
   - No body from host institute would arrange a pick up so travel till the accommodation was planned by me.
   - Buses are cheaper when booked online. (www.alsa.es)

3. Accommodation
   Finding houses in Europe is most difficult part but in Zaragoza, its much relaxed and rent range from 170 to 350 Euros per month so better plan searching for houses in 2-3 months before arrival and sometime it’s possible to search when you land in Zaragoza but you need to spend for Hostel or Hotel.

4. Study at the host institution (events, academic achievements, care, recognition)
   - Welcome day was arranged and many things were explained during this days.
   - Registration in city was not required when land there as in like in Germany.
   - Academic is kind of different than in Oldenburg because you would have exam after every module and presentation on the following topic.
   - There would one Tutor assigned for the whole class hence any stupid or lame questions are entertained and help is always provided by the in charge.
   - It was great learning platform for presentation skills before final presentation at Brussels which is compulsory for Eurec Students
   - Many industrials trips are arranged during the course which is great and different and helpful as you meet expertise in personally.

5. Daily life and leisure
   It depends what exactly you look for daily life as you have many options available and its great place to hang out with a river and near Huesca Mountains.

6. Experience in General; Conclusion (best and worst experience, DOs and DONTs)
   - My experience has been one of the best in my life as I have made many good friends and had great travelling with them around Spain.
   - Nothing as such worst because I knew how make friends and parties and socialise.

DONTs
   - Be careful while booking accommodation because many would mail saying to deposit rent in advance, don’t commit any money till you see the house, and receive the contract when contract is promised with advance rent.
   - Never stay at home alone, Socialize as Spanish people are very friendly and they make you very comfortable (my personal experience )

DO’s
   - Visit Barcelona, Madrid, Huesca on weekends and mostly first week of arrival as the course gets intense you won’t have much time to visit many places.
   - Learn Spanish before you land there as you would find very limited people who can speak English.